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Capacity Bounds for Peak-Constrained
Multiantenna Wideband Channels
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Abstract�—Bounds are derived on the noncoherent capacity of a
very general class of multiple-input multiple-output fading chan-
nels that are selective in time and frequency as well as corre-
lated in space. The bounds apply to peak-constrained inputs; they
are explicit in the channel�’s scattering function, are useful for a
large range of bandwidth, and allow one to coarsely identify the
capacity-optimal combination of bandwidth and number of trans-
mit antennas. Furthermore, a closed-form expression is obtained
for the rst-order Taylor series expansion of capacity in the limit
of innite bandwidth. From this expression, it is concluded that
in the wideband regime: (i) it is optimal to use only one transmit
antenna when the channel is spatially uncorrelated; (ii) rank-one
statistical beamforming is optimal if the channel is spatially cor-
related; and (iii) spatial correlation, be it at the transmitter, the
receiver, or both, is benecial.

Index Terms�—Noncoherent capacity, MIMO systems, under-
spread channels, wideband channels.

I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF RESULTS

BANDWIDTH and space are sources of degrees of freedom
that can be utilized to transmit information over fading

channels. Channel measurements indicate that an increase in
the number of degrees of freedom also increases the channel
uncertainty that the receiver has to resolve [1]. If the transmit
signal is allowed to be peaky, that is, if it can have unbounded
peak power, channel uncertainty is immaterial in the limit of
innite bandwidth. Indeed, for a fairly general class of fading
channels, the capacity of the innite-bandwidth additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel can be achieved [2]�–[4]. A
more realistic modeling assumption is to limit the peak power
of the transmitted signal. In this case, the capacity behavior
of most channels changes drastically: for certain types of peak
constraints, the capacity can even approach zero in the wideband
limit [3], [5], [6]. Intuitively, under a peak constraint on the
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transmit signal, the receiver is no longer able to resolve the
channel uncertainty as the number of degrees of freedom in-
creases. Consequently, issues of signicant practical relevance
are how much bandwidth to use and whether spatial degrees
of freedom obtained by multiple antennas can be exploited to
increase capacity.

The aim of this paper is to characterize the capacity of spa-
tially correlated multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) fading
channels that are time and frequency selective, i.e., that exhibit
memory in frequency and time, given that (i) the transmit signal
has bounded peak power and (ii) the transmitter and the receiver
know the channel law but both are ignorant of the channel real-
ization. The assumptions (ii) constitute the noncoherent setting,
as opposed to the coherent setting where the receiver has perfect
channel state information (CSI) and the transmitter knows the
channel law only.

Related Work: Sethuraman et al. [7] analyzed the capacity
of peak-constrained MIMO Rayleigh-fading channels that are
frequency at, time selective, and spatially uncorrelated and
derived an upper bound and a low-SNR lower bound that enable
characterization of the second-order Taylor series expansion of
capacity around the point SNR ! ". In particular, it is shown
in [7] that in the low-SNR regime it is optimal to use only a
single transmit antenna, while additional receive antennas are
always benecial.

In the noncoherent setting, spatial correlation is often ben-
ecial. For the separable, i.e., Kronecker, spatial correlation
model [8], [9], Jafar and Goldsmith [10] proved that transmit
correlation increases the capacity of a memoryless fading chan-
nel. Moreover, in the low-SNR regime, the rates achievablewith
nite-cardinality constellations on block-fading channels [11]
increase in the presence of spatial correlation at the transmitter,
the receiver, or both.

Contributions: We consider a point-to-point MIMO channel
model where each component channel between a given trans-
mit antenna and a given receive antenna is underspread [12]
and satises the standard wide-sense stationary uncorrelated-
scattering (WSSUS) assumption [13]; hence, our channel
model allows for selectivity in time and frequency. We assume
that the component channels are spatially correlated according
to the separable correlation model [8], [9] and that they are
characterized by the same scattering function; furthermore, the
transmit signal is peak constrained. On the basis of a discrete-
time, discrete-frequency approximation of said channel model
that is enabled by the underspread property [14], we obtain the
following results:

! We derive upper and lower bounds on capacity. These
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bounds are explicit in the channel�’s scattering function and
allow us to coarsely identify the capacity-optimal combi-
nation of bandwidth and number of transmit antennas for
a xed number of receive antennas.

! For spatially uncorrelated channels, we generalize the
asymptotic results of Sethuraman et al. [7] to time-
and frequency-selective channels: for large enough band-
width�— or equivalently, for small enough SNR �— it is op-
timal to use a single transmit antenna only,while additional
receive antennas always increase capacity.

! Differently from the coherent setting [15],we nd that both
transmit and receive correlation are benecial in the wide-
band regime. Furthermore, rank-one statistical beamform-
ing along the strongest eigenmode of the spatial transmit
correlation matrix is optimal for large bandwidth.

As the derivations of the results in the present paper rely
on several techniques developed in [16] for single-input single-
output (SISO) time- and frequency-selective channels, we detail
only the new elements in our derivations and refer to [16] oth-
erwise.

Notation: Uppercase boldface letters denote matrices and
lowercase boldface letters designate vectors. The superscripts ! ,
", and " stand for transposition, element-wise conjugation,
and Hermitian transposition, respectively. For two matrices !
and " of appropriate dimensions, the Hadamard product is
denoted by !!" and the Kronecker product is denoted
by !""; to simplify notation, we use the convention that
the ordinary matrix product always precedes the Kronecker and
Hadamard products, e.g., !"!# means #!"$!# for some
matrix # of appropriate dimension. We designate the identity
matrix and the all-zero matrix of dimension ! # ! by $#
and %# , respectively. For a nonnegative denite matrix !, its
unique nonnegative denite square root is !!$". The determi-
nant of a square matrix & is %&'#&$, its rank is ()*+#&$, and
its trace is '(#&$. The vector of eigenvalues of & is denoted
by !#&$. We let %,)-$'% denote a diagonal square matrix
whose main diagonal contains the elements of the vector '. The
function "##$ is the Dirac distribution. All logarithms are to the
base $. For two functions %##$ and &##$, the notation %##$ !
!#&##$$ means that .,/%## %##$'&##$ ! ". If two random
variables ( and ) follow the same distribution, we write ( & ).
Finally, we denote expectation by !0'1 and the Fourier trans-
form by "0'1.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In the following, we rst introduce the SISO model for one
component channel and subsequently discuss the extension of
this model to the MIMO setting.

A. Underspread WSSUS Channels

The relation between the input signal ##*$ and the corre-
sponding output signal +#*$ of a SISO stochastic linear time-
varying (LTV) channel # can be expressed as

+#*$ !
!
##

"
#*$ 2 ,#*$ !

#

&!

-!#*. *
$$##*$$/*$ 2 ,#*$ (1)

where -!#*. *$$ denotes the random kernel of the channel op-
erator # and ,#*$ is a white Gaussian noise process. We

assume that -!#*. *$$ is a zero-mean jointly proper Gaus-
sian (JPG) process in * and *$ whose Fourier transforms are
well dened. In particular, 0!#*. %$ ! "'#( 0-!#*. * ( 1$1
is called the time-varying transfer function and 2!#3. 1$ !
"&#) 0-!#*. *( 1$1 is called the spreading function. We assume
that the channel is WSSUS, so that !02!#3. 1$2"

!#3
$. 1 $$1 !

4!#3. 1$"#3 ( 3$$"#1 ( 1 $$5 Consequently, the statistical prop-
erties of the channel # are completely specied through its so-
called scattering function 4!#3. 1$. A WSSUS channel is said
to be underspread [14] if 4!#3. 1$ is compactly supported on
a rectangle 0(3#. 3#1 # 0(1#. 1#1 whose spread 3! ! 43#1#
satises 3! 6 5.

B. Discrete Approximation

To simplify information-theoretic analysis, we would like to
diagonalize the channel operator #, i.e., replace the integral
input-output (IO) relation (1) by a countable set of scalar IO re-
lations. To this end, we cannot use an eigendecompositionof the
random kernel -!#*. *$$ because its eigenfunctions are random
as well, and hence unknown to the transmitter and the receiver
in the noncoherent setting. Yet, for underspread channels it is
possible to nd an orthonormal set of deterministic approximate
eigenfunctions that depend only on the channel�’s scattering
function [14]. Consequently, knowledge of the channel law �—
and hence of the scattering function�— is sufcient for transmit-
ter and receiver to approximately diagonalize #. One possible
choice of approximate eigenfunctions is the Weyl-Heisenberg
set of mutually orthonormal time-frequency shifts &*+,#*$ !
&#* ( -7 $$-".,/& of some function &#*$ that is well localized
in time and frequency. The grid parameters 7 and 8 need to sat-
isfy 78 ) 5; then, the kernel of# can be approximated as [16]

-!#*. *
$$ *

%$

*$&%

%$

,$&%
0!#-7. 98 $% &' (

0%*+,&

&*+,#*$&
"
*+,#*

$$5 (2)

The approximation quality depends on the function &#*$
and on the parameters 7 and 8 , which need to be suitably
chosen with respect to the scattering function 4!#3. 1$ [14],
[16]. The eigenvalues of the approximate channel with
kernel (2) are given by :0-. 91 ! 0!#-7. 98 $. As the
channel is JPG and WSSUS, the discretized channel process
$:0-. 91% is also JPG and stationary in both discrete time -
and discrete frequency 9. We denote its correlation function
by ;0-. 91 ! !0:0-$ 2 -. 9$ 2 91:"0-$. 9$11, normalized
as ;0". "1 ! 5. The associated spectral density

<#=. >$ !
%$

*$&%

%$

,$&%
;0-. 91$&-".'*1&,2(. +=+ . +>+ , 5'6

can be expressed in terms of the scattering function 4!#3. 1$
as [16]

<#=. >$ !
5

78

%$

*$&%

%$

,$&%
4!

)
= ( -

7
.
>( 9

8

*
5 (3)

We choose 7 , 5'#63#$ and 8 , 5'#61#$ so that no
aliasing of the scattering function occurs in (3); for this
choice of 7 and 8 , the normalization ;0". "1 ! 5 implies
that

+
'

+
) 4!#3. 1$/3/1 ! 5. Next, we substitute the

approximation (2) into (1) and project the input signal ##*$ and
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the output signal +#*$ onto the Weyl-Heisenberg set $&*+,#*$%
to obtain the countable set of scalar IO relations

+0-. 91 ! :0-. 91#0-. 91 2 ,0-. 91 (4)

one for each time-frequency slot #-. 9$. The noise coefcients
$,0-. 91% are i.i.d. JPG with zeromean and variance normalized
to one.

C. Extension to Multiple Transmit and Receive Antennas

We extend the SISO channel model in (4) to a MIMO chan-
nel model with ?! transmit antennas, indexed by @, and ?3

receive antennas, indexed by A, and assume that all compo-
nent channels are characterized by the same scattering func-
tion 4!#3. 1$ so that they are diagonalized by the same Weyl-
Heisenberg set $&*+,#*$%. For each slot #-. 9$ and component
channel #A. @$, the resulting scalar channel coefcient is denoted
by :4+50-. 91. We arrange the coefcients for a given slot #-. 9$
in an ?3 # ?! matrix !0-. 91 with entries 0!0-. 9114+5 !
:4+50-. 91. The diagonalized IO relation of the multiantenna
channel is then given by a countable set of standard MIMO
IO relations of the form

"0-. 91 ! !0-. 91#0-. 91 2$0-. 91 (5)

where, for each slot #-. 9$,$0-. 91 is the?3-dimensional noise
vector,1 #0-. 91 !

,
##0-. 91 #!0-. 91 ' ' ' #6!&!0-. 91

-
! the

?! -dimensional input vector, and the output vector of dimen-
sion ?3 is "0-. 91 !

,
+#0-. 91 +!0-. 91 ' ' ' +6"&!0-. 91

-
! .

We allow for spatial correlation according to the separable (Kro-
necker) correlation model [8], [9], so that !

,
:4+50-$ 2 -. 9$ 2

91:"4!+5! 0-
$. 9$1

-
! B0A. A$1C0@. @$1;0-. 915 The ?! # ?!

matrix ! with entries 0!15+5! ! C0@. @$1 is called the trans-
mit correlation matrix, and the ?3 # ?3 matrix ", with
entries 0"14+4! ! B0A. A$1, is the receive correlation matrix.
Consequently,

!0-. 91 ! "!$"!!0-. 91#!
!$"$! (6)

where !!0-. 91 is an ?3 #?! matrix with i.i.d. JPG entries
of zero mean and unit variance for all #-. 9$. We normalize !
and " so that '(#!$ !?! and '(#"$ !?3.

D. Matrix-Vector Formulation of the Discretized IO Relation

We dene a channel use as a D # ! rectangle of time-
frequency slots and stack the symbols $#50-. 91% transmit-
ted from the ?! transmit antennas during one channel use
into an ?!D! -dimensional vector ', the corresponding out-
put $+40-. 91% for the ?3 receive antennas into an ?3D! -
dimensional vector (, and likewise the noise $,40-. 91% into an
?3D! -dimensional vector ). Stacking proceeds rst along
frequency, then along time, and nally along space, as shown
exemplarily for the input vector ':

'50-1 ! 0#50-. "1#50-. 51 ' ' ' #50-.! ( 511! (7a)

'5 ! 0'!5 0"1'
!
5 051 ' ' ' '!5 0D ( 511! (7b)

' ! 0'!# '!! ' ' ' '!6!&!1
! 5 (7c)

1To distinguish quantities that pertain to the MIMO IO relation for an indi-
vidual slot !!" #" from the corresponding quantities of the joint time-frequency-
space IO relation (8) to be introduced in the next subsection, we use a sans-serif
font for the former quantities.

Analogously, we stack the channel coefcients, rst in fre-
quency to obtain the vectors*4+50-1, and then in time to obtain a
vector *4+5 for each component channel #A. @$; further stacking
of these vectors along transmit antennas @ and then along receive
antennas A results in the ?!?3D! -dimensional vector *.
Let &5 ! %,)-$'5% and & ! 0&# &! ' ' ' &6! &!1, where the
vectors'5 are dened in (7b). With this notation, the IO relation
for one channel use can be conveniently expressed as

( ! #$6" "&$*2)5 (8)

The distribution of the channel coefcients in a given chan-
nel use is completely characterized by the ?!?3D! #
?!?3D! correlation matrix

!
,
**"

-
! ""!"+ (9)

where the correlation matrix + ! !0*4+5*"4+51 is the same for
all component channels #A. @$ by assumption; + is two-level
Toeplitz, i.e., block-Toeplitz with Toeplitz blocks. We assume
that the three matrices!,", and+ are known to the transmitter
and the receiver.

E. Power Constraints

We impose a constraint on the average power of the trans-
mitted signal per channel use such that !

,
-'-"

-
'7 , DE . In

addition, we assume a peak constraint across transmit antennas
in each slot (-. 9) according to:

5

7

6!&!$

5$#

+#50-. 91+" , FE

!
(10)

with probability 1 (w.p.1). Here, F ) 5 is the peak- to average-
power ratio (PAPR).

F. Spatially Decorrelated Input-Output Relation

Before proceeding to analyze the capacity of the chan-
nel just introduced, we make one more cosmetic change
to the IO relation (8), which simplies the exposition of
our results considerably. For each slot, we express the in-
put and output vectors in the coordinate systems dened by
the eigendecomposition of the transmit and receive correla-
tion matrices, respectively. A similar transformation is used
in [10], [11] for a frequency-at block-fading spatially corre-
lated MIMO channel. Let the eigendecomposition of the spatial
correlation matrices be ! ! ,7-,"

7 and " ! ,8.,"
8 .

where - ! %,)-
.
0G# G! ' ' ' G6! &!1!

/
contains the eigenval-

ues $G5% of !, ordered according to G# ) G! ) ' ' ' ) G6!&!

and, similarly, . ! %,)-
.
0H# H! ' ' ' H6"&!1!

/
contains the

eigenvalues $H4% of ", ordered according to H# ) H! )
' ' ' ) H6"&!. The columns of ,7 are called the transmit
eigenmodes and the columns of ,8 are the receive eigenmodes.
Because ,7 and ,8 are unitary, the capacity of the spatially
decorrelated channel with rotated input ,!

7 #0-. 91 and rotated
output ,"

8 "0-. 91 is the same as the capacity of the original
channel with input #0-. 91 and output "0-. 91 in (5). To keep
notation simple, we chose not to introduce new symbols for the
rotated input and output and for the resulting spatially decorre-
lated channel; from here on, all inputs and outputs pertain to the
rotated coordinate systems, and the channel vector* now stands
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for the spatially decorrelated stacked channel with correlation
matrix !

,
**"

-
! ."-"+5 This correlation matrix is

block diagonal, and hence of much simpler structure than (9).
The elements of the rotated input vector now stand for transmit
eigenmodes instead of transmit antennas; similarly, the entries
of the rotated output vector denote the signals corresponding to
receive eigenmodes instead of receive antennas.

G. Advantages and Limitations of the Model

The channel model just presented is fairly general: it allows
for correlation in space and for selectivity in time and frequency.
Fortunately, the generality of our model does not come at the
price of high modeling complexity as only the scattering func-
tion and the spatial correlation matrices ! and " are needed to
describe the distribution of the channel coefcients $:4+50-. 91%.
Both the scattering function and the spatial correlation matrices
can be obtained from channel measurements, so that predictions
on the basis of the model have a clear operational meaning. In
the following, we justify important modeling decisions and list
key limitations of our model.

! The assumption that transmitter and receiver do not know
the channel realization is accurate, as in a practical system
channel realizations can only be inferred from the received
signal. The rates achievable with specic methods to ob-
tain CSI, like training schemes, cannot exceed the capacity
of the channel in the noncoherent setting.

! Virtually all wireless channels are highly underspread: ex-
tremely dispersive outdoor channels with fast moving ter-
minals may have a spread of3! * 5"&", while for slowly
varying indoor channels typically 3! * 5"&).

! The Weyl-Heisenberg transmission set $&*+,#*$% can be
interpreted as pulse-shaped (PS) orthogonal frequency-
division multiplexing (OFDM); hence, the model we use
in our information-theoretic analysis is directly related to
a practical transmission scheme.

! We neglect the error incurred by the approximation of
the kernel -!#*. *$$ in (2), which is equivalent to neglect-
ing intersymbol and intercarrier interference in the cor-
responding PS-OFDM system interpretation [16]. As re-
cently shown in [17], this approximation is accurate for all
SNR values of practical interest whenever the pulse &#*$
and 7 and 8 are chosen so as to optimally mitigate in-
tersymbol and intercarrier interference, i.e., if they are
matched to the channel�’s scattering function [14], [16].

! The scattering function models small-scale fading, i.e., the
statistical variation of the channel as transmitter, receiver,
or objects in the propagation environment are displaced
by a few wavelengths. Therefore, if the antennas at each
terminal are spaced only a few wavelengths apart, the
component channels may well be modeled by the same
scattering function.

! We assume that the component channels are spatially
correlated according to the separable correlationmodel [8],
[9]. This assumption is common in theoretical analyses of
MIMO channels because it simplies analytical develop-
ments. Limitations of this model are discussed in [18].

! We assume that spatial correlation does not change over
time and frequency. This assumption is consistent with the

WSSUS assumption, which implies that each component
channel is stationary over time and frequency.

! The constraint on the peak power across antennas is
a reasonable model for a regulatory limit on the total
isotropic radiated peak power. If the peak limitation arises
from the power ampliers in the individual transmit chains,
a peak constraint per antenna should be used instead.

III. CAPACITY BOUNDS

With the system model and power constraints in place, we
can now proceed to evaluate upper and lower bounds on the
capacity of the channel with IO relation (8). Although all results
to follow pertain to the channel model described in Section II-D
under the power constraints in Section II-E, we use the spatially
decorrelated channel and the rotated input and output vectors in-
troduced in Section II-F to simplify the exposition of the proofs.

As we assume that for all #A. @$ the process $:4+50-. 91% has
a spectral density, given in (3), $:4+50-. 91% is ergodic in - for
all component channels, and the capacity is given by

4#I $ ! .,/
9#%

5

D7
789
'

J#(:'$ (11)

for any xed bandwidthI ! !8 . The supremum is taken over
the set . of all input distributions that satisfy the constraints on
peak and average power in Section II-E.

A. Upper Bound

Theorem 1: The capacity (11) of the underspread WSSUS
MIMO channel in Section II-D under the power constraints in
Section II-E is upper-bounded as 4#I $ , K!#I $, where

K!#I $ ! 789
#(:(;!

6"&!$

4$#

0 I

78
.;-

0
5 2 LH4

E78

I

1
( LM4#I $

1

(12a)

with

M4#I $ !
I

G#F

##

' )

.;-
0
5 2

G#H4FE

I
4!#3. 1$

1
/3/15

(12b)

Proof: Let / be the set of input distributions that satisfy
the peak constraint (10) and

5

7
!
2
6!&!$

5$#

G5-'5-"
3
, G#DE5 (13)

Because
46! &!

5$# G5 !
,
-'5-"

-
, G#

46!&!
5$# !

,
-'5-"

-
!

G# !
,
-'-"

-
, any input distribution that satises the average-

power constraint !
,
-'-"

-
'7 , DE also satises (13), so

that . 0 /. To upper-bound4#I $, we replace the supremum
over . in (11) with a supremum over / and then use the chain
rule for mutual information and split the supremum over /:

789
'

J#(:'$ , 789
)

J#(:'$

, 789
#(:(;!

5
789
)*#

J#(:'.*$ ( ,*<
)*#

J#(:* +'$
6

(14)

where the distributions in the restricted set/+: satisfy the equal-
ity constraint !

,46! &!
5$# G5-'5-"

-
! LDE7 and the peak

constraint (10).
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To upper-bound 789)*# J#(:'.*$, we drop the peak con-
straint and take #$6" "&$* as JPG distributed with block-
diagonal correlation matrix ."!

,
&#-"+$&"

-
. Then,

J#(:'.*$
'<(
,

6"&!$

4$#

.;- %&'
0
$9# 2 H4

6! &!$

5$#

G5 !
,
'5'

"
5

-
!+

1

'=(
,

9&!$

*$#

#&!$

,$#

6"&!$

4$#

.;-
0
5 2 H4

6!&!$

5$#

G5 !
,
+#50-. 91+"

-1

'>(
, D!

6"&!$

4$#

.;-

)
5 2

LH4E7

!

*
5

Here, (a) follows from the assumption that #$6" "&$* is JPG
distributed, from the block diagonal structure of its correlation
matrix, and because &#-"+$&" !

46!&!
5$# G5&5+&"

5 !46!&!
5$# G5'5'"5 !+. Hadamard�’s inequality and the normal-

ization ;0". "1 ! 5 yield (b); nally, (c) follows from Jensen�’s
inequality.

The derivation of a lower bound on ,*<)*# J#(:* +'$ is more
involved. Our proof is similar to the proof of the corresponding
SISO result in [16, Th. 1]; therefore,we highlight the novel steps
only:

,*<
)*#

J#(:* +'$

'<(
! ,*<

)*#

6"&!$

4$#

!
,
.;- %&'

!
$9# 2 H4&#-"+$&"

"-

'=(
! ,*<

)*#

6"&!$

4$#

!
27

.;- %&'
!
$9# 2 H4&#-"+$&"

"
46!&!

5$# G5-'5-"

8

#
7
6! &!$

5$#

G5-'5-"
83

'>(
)

6"&!$

4$#

,*<
!

.;- %&'
!
$9# 2 H4

46! &!
5$# G5'5'"5 !+

"

46!&!
5$# G5-'5-"

# ,*<
)*#

!
2
6!&!$

5$#

G5-'5-"
3

'?(
) LDE7

6"&!$

4$#

,*<
!

.;- %&'
!
$9# 2 H4

46! &!
5$# G5&"

5 &5+
"

46!&!
5$# G5-'5-"

'@(
) LD7I

G#F

6"&!$

4$#

##

' )

.;-
0
5 2

G#H4FE

I
4!#3. 1$

1
/3/15

Here, (a) follows as ."&#-"+$&" is block diagonal; to
obtain (b), we multiply and divide by

46!&!
5$# G5-'5-", and to

get (c) we replace the rst factor in the expectation by its in-
mum over all input vectors that satisfy the peak constraint (10);
(d) follows because !

,46!&!
5$# G5-'5-"

-
! LDE7 and be-

cause %&'#$# 2 !!"$ ) %&'#$# 2 #$# !!$"$ for two
! # ! nonnegative denite matrices ! and ", a determinant
inequality that we prove in Appendix A; nally, (e) is a conse-
quence [16, App. B] of the relation between mutual informa-
tion and the minimum mean square estimation error [19]. To
conclude the proof, we note that the bounds on both terms on

the right-hand side (RHS) of (14) no longer depend on D upon
division by D7 .

1) The Supremum ofK!#I $: As the value ofL that achieves
the supremum in (12a) depends on I in general, the upper
bound K!#I $ is difcult to interpret. However, for the special
case that the supremum is attained for L ! G# independently
of I , the upper bound can be interpreted as the capacity of a
set of?3 parallel AWGN channelswith received powerG#H4E
and I'#78 $ degrees of freedom per second, minus a penalty
term that quanties the capacity loss because of channel uncer-
tainty. We show in Appendix B that a sufcient condition for
the supremum in (12a) to be achieved for L ! G# is

3! , F'#=78 $

" , E

I
6

3!
G#H#F

9
&>9

)
F

6783!

*
( 5

:
5

(15)

As virtually all wireless channels are highly underspread, as
F ) 5 and, typically, 78 * 556?, the rst inequality in (15) is
always satised. Hence, the constraints on E'I in (15) consti-
tute the only practically relevant condition to guarantee L ! G#.
But even for large channel spread, this condition holds for all val-
uesE'I of practical interest. As an example, consider a system
with F ! 5, and ?! ! ?3 ! 4 that operates over a channel
with spread 3! ! 5"&". If we use the upper bound G#H# ,
?3?! , which follows from the normalization '(#!$ ! ?!

and '(#"$ ! ?3, we nd from (15) that E'I 6 545 %@ is
sufcient for the supremum in (12a) to be achieved for L ! G#.
This value is far in excess of the SNR encountered in practical
systems. Therefore, we exclusively consider the case L ! G# in
the remainder of the paper.

2) The Penalty Term: We call G#
46"&!

4$# M4#I $ in (12)
the �“penalty term�”; it is a lower bound on ,*<)*# J#(:* +'$.
For SISO channels, it is shown in [16] that of all unit-volume
scattering functions with prescribed 3# and 1#, the brick-
shaped scattering function, 4!#3. 1$ ! 5'3! for #3. 1$ 1
0(3#. 3#1# 0(1#. 1#1 and4!#3. 1$ ! " otherwise, results in the
largest penalty term. The same holds true for the MIMO channel
at hand, where the corresponding capacity is upper-bounded as

4#I $ ,
6"&!$

4$#

;
I

78
.;-

)
5 2 G#H4

E78

I

*

( I3!
F

.;-

)
5 2 G#H4

FE

I3!

*<
5 (16)

The upper bound (16) depends on the channel spread 3! and
the PAPR F only through their ratio, so that a decrease in 3!
has the same effect on the upper bound as an increase in the
PAPR F of the input signal.

3) Spatial Correlation and Number of Antennas: The upper
bound K!#I $ depends on the transmit correlation matrix !
only through its maximum eigenvalue G#, which plays the role
of a power gain. This observation shows that rank-one statistical
beamforming along any eigenvector of ! corresponding to G#
is optimal whenever K!#I $ is tight. Unfortunately, K!#I $ is,
in general, not tight at high E'I and corresponding small
bandwidth values:K!#I $ increases linearly in ()*+#"$, but the
capacity in the coherent setting, which is a simple upper bound
on 4#I $, increases linearly only in the minimum of ()*+#!$
and ()*+#"$ [15, Prop. 4] at high E'I . However, for large
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bandwidth values and corresponding small E'I , we show in
Section IV that K!#I $ is indeed tight, so that rank-one statisti-
cal beamforming is indeed optimal in the wideband regime.

B. Lower Bound

Theorem 2: Let ##=$ denote the!#! matrix-valued spec-
tral density of an arbitrary component channel2 $*0-1%, i.e.,

##=$ !
%$

*$&%
!
,
*0-$ 2 -1*" 0-$1

-
$&-".*1 . +=+ , 5

6
5

Furthermore, let % denote an ?! -dimensional vector whose
rst N elements are i.i.d. and of constant modulus, i.e., they
have zero mean and satisfy +0%15+" ! E7'#N!$, and let
the remaining ?! ( N elements be zero. Let !! be an
?3 # ?! matrix and let $ be an ?3-dimensional vector,
both with i.i.d. JPG entries of zero mean and unit variance.
Finally, denote by J#": % +!!$ the coherent mutual informa-
tion of the memoryless fading MIMO channel with IO rela-
tion " ! .!$"!!-!$"% 2 $. Then, the capacity (11) of the
underspread WSSUS MIMO channel in Section II-D under the
power constraints in Section II-E is lower-bounded as4#I $ )
/)>!(A(6! 0!#I.N$, where

0!#I.N$ ! /)>
!(B(C

=
I

O78
J#":

2
O% +!!$(

5

O7

A&!$

5$#

6"&!$

4$#

!$"#

&!$"

.;- %&'

)
$# 2 G5H4

OE78

NI
##=$

*
/=

>
5

(17)

Proof: Any specic input distribution leads to a lower
bound on capacity; in particular, we choose to transmit con-
stant modulus symbols #50-. 91 ! P50-. 91 that are i.i.d. over
time, frequency, and eigenmodes, and that satisfy +P50-. 91+" !
E7'#N!$ w.p.1 for all -. 9 and for @ ! ". 5. 5 5 5 . N ( 5. The
remaining ?! ( N eigenmodes are not used. We stack the
symbols P50-. 91 as in (7) and dene theD!#?!D! matrix
/ !

,
/# /! ' ' ' /A&! %9# ' ' ' %9#

-
, with /5 ! %,)-$05%

and where the last ?! (N entries are all-zero matrices %9# .
Next, we use

J#(: 0$ ) J#(: 0 +*$( J#(:* + 0$ (18)

and bound the two terms on the RHS of (18) separately. Because
the input is i.i.d., J#(: 0 +*$ ! D! J#": % +!!$. The second
term on the RHS of (18) can be evaluated as

J#(:* + 0$ !
6"&!$

4$#

!
,
.;- %&'

!
$9# 2 H4/#-"+$/"

"-

'<(
,

6"&!$

4$#

.;- %&'
!
$A9# 2 H4 !0/"/1#-"+$

"

'=(
!

A&!$

5$#

6"&!$

4$#

.;- %&'

)
$9# 2 G5H4

E7

N!
+

*

2The vector processes!!"##!$ of all component channels !$" %" have the same
spectral density by assumption; therefore, we drop the subscripts $ and %.

where (a) follows from Jensen�’s inequality because the log-
determinant expression is concave in /"/, and (b) follows
because the $P50-. 91% are i.i.d. and have zeromean and constant
modulus +P50-. 91+" ! E7'#N!$.

We combine the two terms, setI ! !8 , divide byD7 , and
evaluate the limit for D 3 4 by means of [20, Th. 3.4], a gen-
eralization of Szegö�’s theorem for multilevel Toeplitz matrices.
The resulting lower bound can then be improved upon via time
sharing as follows: Let 5 , O , F. We transmit

2
O0 during a

fraction 5'O of the transmission time and let the transmitter be
silent otherwise.

Wideband Approximation of the Lower Bound: For large
enough bandwidth, and hence large enough! , the lower bound
in Theorem 2 can be well approximated by an expression that
is often much easier to evaluate: (i) We replace the rst term
of 0!#I.N$ by its Taylor series expansion up to rst order, as
given in [21, Th. 3]. This expansion requires the computation
of the expected trace of several terms that involve the channel
matrix .!$"!!-!$". Lemmas 3 and 4 in [22] provide the de-
sired result. (ii) An approximation of the second term results
if we replace the ! # ! Toeplitz matrix ##=$ by a circulant
matrix that is, in! , asymptotically equivalent to##=$ [16]. The
resulting wideband approximation 0<#I.N$ * 0!#I.N$ is

0<#I.N$ ! /)>
!(B(C

=
?3E

N

A&!$

5$#

G5(

OE "78

I

04A&!
5$# G5

1" 46"&!
4$# H"4 2?"

3

4A&!
5$# G"

5

6N"
(

I

O

A&!$

5$#

6"&!$

4$#

##

' )

.;-
0
5 2 G5H4

OE

NI
4!#3. 1$

1
/3/1

>
5 (19)

This approximation is exact for I 3 4 [16, Lemma 3].

C. Numerical Examples

For a = # = MIMO system, we show in this section plots of
the upper bound K!#I $ in Theorem 1, and�— for N between 1
and 3�— plots of the lower bound 0!#I.N$ in Theorem 2 and
of the corresponding approximation 0<#I.N$ in (19).

Numerical Evaluation of the Lower Bound: While the upper
bound K!#I $ for L ! G# can be efciently evaluated, direct
numerical evaluation of the lower bound 0!#I.N$ is difcult
for large ! . First, it is necessary to numerically compute the
mutual information J#":

2
O% +!!$ for constantmodulus inputs;

second, the eigenvalues of the ! # ! matrix ##=$ are re-
quired for the evaluation of the penalty term in (17). In [16,
Lemma 3], we present upper and lower bounds on the penalty
term in (17) that are more amenable to numerical evaluation
than 0!#I.N$ itself. For the set of parameters considered in
the next subsection, these bounds are tight and allow to fully
characterize 0!#I.N$ numerically.

Parameter Settings: All plots are drawn for receive
power normalized with respect to the noise spectral density
of E'#5A'BC$ ! 556D ' 5"* 7&!. This parameter value
corresponds, e.g., to a transmit power of "5?/A, thermal
noise level at the receiver of (5E4 %@/'BC, free-space
path loss over a distance of 5"/, and a rather conservative
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receiver noise gure of 6" %@. Furthermore, we assume that the
scattering function is brick shaped with 1# ! ? 7, 3# ! ?"BC,
and corresponding spread 3! ! 5"&+. Finally, we set F ! 5.
For this set of parameter values, we analyze three different
scenarios: a spatially uncorrelated channel, spatial correlation
at the receiver only, and spatial correlation at the transmitter
only.

1) Spatially Uncorrelated Channel: Fig. 1 shows the up-
per bound K!#I $ and�— for N between 1 and 3�— the
lower bound 0!#I.N$ and the corresponding approxima-
tion 0<#I.N$ for the spatially uncorrelated case - ! . !
$+. For comparison, we also plot a standard capacity upper
bound K>#I $ obtained for the coherent setting and with input
subject to an average-power constraint only [23]. We can ob-
serve that K>#I $ is tighter than K!#I $ for small bandwidth;
this holds true in general, as for smallI the penalty term in (12)
can be neglected and K!#I $ in the spatially uncorrelated case
reduces to K!#I $ * #?3I'78$ .;-#5 2 E78'I $, which
is the Jensen upper bound on the capacity in the coherent setting.
For small and medium bandwidth, the lower bound 0!#I.N$
increases with N and comes surprisingly close to the coherent
capacity upper bound K>#I $ for N ! =.

As can be expected in the light of, e.g., [5], [6], when band-
width increases above a certain critical bandwidth, bothK!#I $
and 0!#I.N$ start to decrease; in this regime, the rate gain
resulting from the additional degrees of freedom is offset by
the resources required to resolve channel uncertainty. The same
argument seems to hold in the wideband regime for the degrees
of freedom provided by multiple transmit antennas: K!#I $
appears to match 0!#I.N$ for N ! 5; hence, using a single
transmit antenna seems optimal in the wideband regime.

2) Impact of Receive Correlation: Fig. 2 shows the same
bounds as before, but evaluated with spatial correlation . !
%,)-

.
065D "5= "551!

/
at the receiver and a spatially uncorre-

lated channel at the transmitter, i.e., - ! $+. The curves in
Fig. 2 are very similar to the ones shown in Fig. 1 for the
spatially uncorrelated case, yet they are shifted toward higher
bandwidth while the maximum rate is lower. Hence, at least for
the example at hand, receive correlation decreases capacity at
small bandwidth but it is benecial at large bandwidth.

3) Impact of Transmit Correlation: We evaluate the same
bounds once more, but this time for spatial correlation - !
%,)-

.
055E 55" "5=1!

/
at the transmitter and a spatially uncorre-

lated channel at the receiver, i.e., . ! $+. The corresponding
curves are shown in Fig. 3. Here, transmit correlation increases
the capacity at large bandwidth, while its impact at small band-
width is more difcult to judge because the distance between
upper and lower bound increases compared to the spatially un-
correlated case.

All threegures show that for large bandwidth the approxima-
tion 0<#I.N$ of 0!#I.N$ is quite accurate. An observation
of practical importance is that the boundsK!#I $ and0!#I.N$
are rather at over a large range of bandwidth around their
respective maxima. Further numerical results point at the fol-
lowing: (i) for smaller values of the channel spread 3!, these
maxima broaden and extend toward higher bandwidth; (ii) an
increase in F increases the gap between upper and lower bounds.
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Fig. 1. Upper and lower bounds on the capacity of a spatially uncorrelated
underspread WSSUS channel with " % # % $!, &$ % &% % &, ' % ',
and (! % ')!!. Capacity is conned to the hatched area.

We further analyze the large-bandwidth behavior of the bounds
in the next section.

IV. THE WIDEBAND REGIME

The numerical results in Section III-C suggest that in the
wideband regime (i) using a single transmit antenna is optimal
when the channel is spatially uncorrelated at the transmitter;
(ii) it is optimal to signal over the maximum transmit eigenmode
if transmit correlation is present; (iii) both transmit and receive
correlation are benecial. To substantiate these observations,
we compute the rst-order Taylor series expansion of 4#I $
around 5'I ! ".

Theorem 3: Dene

Q! !

##

' )

4"
!#3. 1$/3/1 and = !

6"&!$

4$#

H"4 5 (20)

Then, for F R 678'Q!, the capacity (11) of the underspread
WSSUS MIMO channel in Section II-D under the power con-
straints in Section II-E has the followingrst-order Taylor series
expansion around 5'I ! ":

4#I $ !
(

I
2 !

0 5

I

1
with ( ! =

#G#E $"

6
#FQ! ( 78 $ 5

(21)

Proof: The proof is a generalization of a similar proof for
SISO channels in [16, App. E and G]; therefore, we only sketch
the main steps.

First, we expand the upper bound in Theorem 1 into a Taylor
series. If the channel is highly underspread, the sufcient condi-
tion (15) for L ! G# to achieve the supremum in (12a) is valid
for large enough bandwidth and hence forI 3 4. Therefore,
we only need to expand K!#I $ for L ! G#.

It follows from [16, App. F] that a Taylor series expansion of
the lower bound 0!#I.N$ in Theorem 2 does not match the
corresponding expansion of K!#I $ up to rst order, so that
we need to devise an alternative, asymptotically tight, lower
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Fig. 2. Upper and lower bounds on the capacity of an underspread WSSUS
channel that is spatially uncorrelated at the transmitter, " % $!, but correlated
at the receiver with # % *+,-
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and (! % ')!!. Capacity is conned to the hatched area.

bound. We observed in Section III-C that signaling over a sin-
gle transmit eigenmode seems to be optimal for large band-
width; hence, it is sensible to base the asymptotic lower bound
on a signaling scheme that uses only the strongest transmit
eigenmode in each slot. In one channel use, we thus transmit3

' ! 0'!# %!9# ' ' ' %!9# 1
! , where '# stands for the input vec-

tor transmitted on the strongest eigenmode. With such a sig-
naling scheme, often referred to as rank-one statistical beam-
forming, information is transmitted from all available antennas
in general; only if the channel is spatially uncorrelated at the
transmitter a single transmit antenna sufces. With rank-one
statistical beamforming, the spatially decorrelated MIMO chan-
nel with IO relation (8) simplies to a single-input multiple-
output (SIMO) channel, the IO relation of which can be con-
veniently expressed as F( ! F*! F'2 F), where F) is an?3D! -
dimensional JPG vector with i.i.d. entries of zero mean and
unit variance, the input vector F' ! 0'!# ' ' ' '!# 1! contains ?3

copies of '#, and the stacked effective SIMO channel vector
is F* ! 0*!#+# *

!
!+# ' ' ' *!6"&!+#1

! with correlation matrix+," !

!
,
F*F*"

-
! G#."+. The desired asymptotic lower bound

now follows directly from the derivation of the asymptotic
lower bound for a time-frequency selective SISO channel in [16,
App. G]. In particular, we choose '# to be the product of a
vector with i.i.d. zero mean constant modulus entries and a
nonnegative binary random variable with on-off distribution.
Similar signaling schemes were already used in [7] to prove
asymptotic capacity results for frequency-at, time-selective
channels. As the rst-order Taylor expansion of the resulting
lower bound matches the rst-order Taylor expansion ofK!#I $
in (21), Theorem 3 follows.

Spatial Correlation and Number of Antennas: Rank-one sta-
tistical beamforming along any eigenvector of ! associated
with G# attains the wideband asymptotes of Theorem 3. For
channels that are spatially uncorrelated at the transmitter, this
result implies that using only one transmit antenna is optimal,

3Differently from the coherent setting [15, Prop. 3], the multiplicity of the
largest eigenvalue of % is immaterial. If this multiplicity is larger than one, we
choose to transmit along the eigenvector corresponding to the index % % )
merely for notational simplicity.
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Fig. 3. Upper and lower bounds on the capacity of an underspread WSSUS
channel that is correlated at the transmitter with " % *+,-
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and spatially uncorrelated at the receiver, # % $!, &$ % &% % &, ' % ',
and (! % ')!!. Capacity is conned to the hatched area.

as previously shown in [7] for the frequency-at time-selective
case. To further assess the impact of correlation on capacity,
we follow [8], [10] and dene a partial ordering of correlation
matrices through majorization [24]. We say that a correlation
matrix1 entails more correlation than a correlation matrix# if
the vector of eigenvalues !#1$ majorizes !##$. To assess the
impact of spatial correlation on capacity, we further need the
following denition [24]: a scalar function S#2$ of a vector 2 is
Schur concave if S#2$ , S#3$ whenever 2 majorizes 3.

In the coherent setting, capacity is Schur convex [15] in!#!$
for sufciently large bandwidth, which implies that transmit
correlation is benecial at large bandwidth, while capacity is
Schur concave [15] in !#"$, so that receive correlation is
detrimental at any bandwidth [8], [10]. The intuition is that
transmit correlation allows to focus the transmit power into the
maximum transmit eigenmode, and the corresponding power
gain offsets the reduction in effective transmit signal space
dimensions in the power-limited regime, i.e., at large bandwidth.
On the other hand, receive correlation is detrimental at any
bandwidth because it reduces the effective dimensionality of the
receive signal space without any power gain [15].

On the basis of Theorem 3, we conclude that the picture is
fundamentally different in the noncoherent setting. The coef-
cient ( in (21) is a Schur-convex function in both the eigenvalue
vector !#!$ ! 0G# G! ' ' ' G6!&!1! of the transmit correlation
matrix and the eigenvalue vector !#"$ ! 0H# H! ' ' ' H6"&!1!

of the receive correlation matrix. Hence, both transmit and re-
ceive correlation are benecial for sufciently large bandwidth.
This observation agrees with the results for block-fading chan-
nels reported in [10], [11]. In the wideband regime, while trans-
mit correlation is benecial in both coherent and noncoherent
setting because it allows for power focusing, receive correlation
is benecial rather than detrimental in the noncoherent setting
for the following reason: for xed ?! and ?3, the rate gain
obtained from additional bandwidth is offset in the wideband
regime by the corresponding increase in channel uncertainty
(see Figs. 1, 2, and 3); yet, for xed but large bandwidth, channel
uncertainty decreases in the presence of receive correlation so
that capacity increases.
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V. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK

Capacity analysis in the noncoherent setting is frequently
performed asymptotically for either large or small signal-to-
noise ratio E'I . The corresponding asymptotic results are
often useful to obtain design insight, but they may sometimes
be misleading as capacity behavior is very sensitive to specic
details of the channel model used at high SNR [25], and any
channel model eventually breaks down for large enough band-
width and correspondingly low SNR. The capacity bounds in
the present paper are useful for a large range of bandwidth in
between these two asymptotic cases; in addition, the bounds are
tight in the wideband regime.

The discrete-time discrete-frequency channel model pre-
sented in Sections II-B and II-C is very general; at the same
time, the corresponding capacity bounds in Section III are rel-
atively simple for practically relevant values of E'I and for
realistic scattering functions. Furthermore, as our discrete-time
discrete-frequency channel model is related to the continuous
time WSSUS channel model (1), scattering functions obtained
from real-world channel measurements can be directly used
to obtain capacity estimates. In particular, as the bounds hold
for both the regime where additional degrees of freedom result
in a capacity gain as well as for the regime where additional
degrees of freedom are detrimental, they allow to numerically
determine the capacity-maximizing combination of bandwidth
and number of transmit antennas.

For large bandwidth, the bounds are very accurate�—the up-
per bound K!#I $ exhibits the correct asymptotic behavior
for I 3 4, as shown in Section IV. For small and medium
bandwidth, the upper bound K!#I $ is not tight, and is indeed
worse than the coherent capacity upper bound. The fact that our
simple lower bound0!#I.N$ comes quite close to the coherent
capacity upper boundK>#I $ in Fig. 1 seems to validate, at least
for the setting considered, the standard receiver design principle
to rst estimate the channel and then use the resulting estimates
as if they were perfect. To verify this conjecture, though, it is
necessary to show that the combination of dedicated channel
estimation and coherent signaling achieves rates similar to those
predicted by the lower bound 0!#I.N$.

The advent of ultrawideband (UWB) communication systems
spurred the current interest in wireless communications over
channels with very large bandwidth. Current UWB regulations
impose a limit on the power spectral density of the transmitted
signal, so that the available average power increases with in-
creasing transmission bandwidth. In contrast, we keep the total
average transmit power xed; therefore, the results presented
here do not directly apply to current UWB regulations. Nonethe-
less, our bounds allow to assess whethermultiple antennas at the
transmitter are benecial forUWB systems. The systemparame-
ters used to numerically evaluate the bounds in Section III-C are
compatible with a UWB system that operates over a bandwidth
of EGBC and transmits at -41.3 dBm/MHz. Even if our bounds
are not tight at EGBC in this scenario, Figs. 1, 2, and 3 show
that the maximum rate increase that can be expected from the
use of multiple antennas at the transmitter does not exceed 7%.
For channels with smaller spreads than the one in Section III-C,
the possible rate increase is even smaller.

APPENDIX A
A DETERMINANT INEQUALITY

Lemma 4: Let ! and " be two ! #! nonnegative denite
Hermitian matrices. Then,

%&'#$# 2!!"$ ) %&'
!
$# 2 #$# !!$"

"
5

Proof: Assume for now that ! does not have zeros on its
main diagonal and dene F! ! #$# !!$&!. Then,

%&'#$# 2!!"$ ! %&'
!
!!# F!2"$

"

'<(
) %&'#$# !!$ %&'# F!2"$

! %&'
!
#$# !!$ F!2 #$# !!$"

"

! %&'
!
$# 2 #$# !!$"

"

(22)

where (a) is a direct consequence of Oppenheim�’s inequal-
ity [26, Th. 7.8.6]. To conclude the proof, we remove the re-
striction that ! has only nonzero diagonal entries. Because !
is nonnegative denite, its Tth row and its Tth column are zero
if 0!1DD ! " [26, Cor. 7.1.5], so that the Tth row and the Tth
column of!!" are zero as well. Let 5 be the set that contains
all indices T for which 0!1DD ! ", assume without loss of
generality that there are 0 such indices, and let !+ and "+
denote the submatrices of ! and ", respectively, with all rows
and columns corresponding to 5 removed. An expansion by
minors of %&'#$# 2!!"$ now shows that

%&'#$# 2!!"$ ! %&'#$E 2!+ !"+$5 (23)

Hence, it sufces to apply the inequality (22) to the RHS of (23).

APPENDIX B
OPTIMIZATION OF THE UPPER BOUND

The expression to be maximized in (12a),

&#L$ !
6"&!$

4$#

7
I

78
.;-

0
5 2 LH4

E78

I

1
( LM4#I $

8

where M4#I $ is given in (12b), is concave in L. Hence, the op-
timizing parameterL is unique. Furthermore, the following two
properties hold: (i) &#L$ ! " for L ! ". (ii) The rst derivative
of &#L$, which is &$#L$ !

46"&!
4$#

!
H4E'#52LH4E78'I $(

M4#I $
"
, is nonnegative at L ! " because M4#I $ , H4E

by Jensen�’s inequality and because .;-#5 2 #$ , #. From
property (i) and (ii), and from the concavity of &#L$, it follows
that the supremum in (12a) is achieved for L ! G# if and only
if &$#L$ is positive for L 1 0". G#$. Identication of the value
of L for which &$#L$ ! " is difcult for ()*+#"$ R 5, but
we can obtain a sufcient condition for the supremum to be
achieved for L ! G# as follows:

! The rst derivative &$#L$ will certainly be positive if each
term H4E'#5 2 LH4E78'I $(M4#I $ in &$#L$ is posi-
tive.

! For all L in the set 0". G#$we have that 52LH4E78'I ,
52G#H4E78'I ; hence, it follows from Jensen�’s inequal-
ity applied toM4#I $ that a sufcient condition for the Ath
term in &$#L$ to be positive in 0". G#$ is

H4E
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This condition is very similar to one analyzed in [16, App. C],
and steps identical to the ones detailed in [16, App. C] nally
lead to (15).
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